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Being There.
how Johnson’s Baby helped mums stay calm at the height of the 
pandemic

1.  Presentation by Taffy Ledsama, DDB Indonesia



COVID19 was shaping the behaviors of the 
Indonesian consumer. 



The Challenge for Johnson’s Baby: 
Living out brand values at the height of the pandemic

How connect with mums at a time of heightened anxiety 
and restricted face-to-face access?



Johnson’s Baby took to social media the chance to 
be there for mums.

• 5 Live Sessions with a doctor moderated 
by Brand Ambassador, Tasya Kamila 

• From passive to active use of Facebook
• From one-way to two-way communication 
• Listening to comments & questions to 

develop new and relevant content
• Media supported



Being a conduit of relevant information that puts 
mums more at ease & restoring a sense of control 



Learning more about the platform with each 
succeeding session.  

On-screen Behind the scenes



…and making the most of the window of opportunity 
to be there for mums 
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The anxiety naturally died down as reflected in Google Trends.  The window for the brand to help 
in this manner was not very long. 



Valuable lessons we learned 
1. See the platform as a means to make a meaningful connection with your 

consumer at critical moments
2. Evaluate for impact & insights as well as optimization 
3. Embracing the hard pivot to digital will open up new solutions for brands
4. Use digital “be there” for your consumer 



A Member of

2.  Presentation – Illuminate 
Asia
18 November 2020



The pandemic has affected everyone - in a short 
timeframe, a lot of things have changed

At Illuminate Asia, we continue to strive to understand 
how consumers in our markets are coping and adapting 
...  And what this means to our clients’ businesses
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Therefore, we pivoted 100% to remote & 
digital methods
Greater reliance on new techniques and new 
technologies
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1. Live Qualitative Methods
It’s not just about moving FGDs from offline to online – we use various tools, techniques and 
technology to optimize online live discussion

• Expert remote moderators - different skillsets!
• A range of tasks possible 
• Can combine with digital pre-task & diary
• Consumer controls screen for usability studies 

Optimized & tailored approach  Utilise technology for better qual experience

We combine Zoom with other platforms:
• MIRO, online whiteboard technology – 

greater flexibility & engagement
• Krisp.ai to eliminate background noise 



2. Online Community
Uses online interface  / platform to interact with consumers over a longer time frame  
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Consumers invited to log onto a platform

Daily tasks across a period of typically 7-10 days

Fits into consumers’ lives, real time & context  

Our moderators respond in real time   

Lends itself to a range of different project types; great for exploratory studies



2. Online Community gives greater depth insight
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Greater depth of insight 

• Longer time frame with respondents –
better rapport, more mindful responses  

• More real & honest - less social bias; can 
broach sensitive topics, use creative tasks 

• “In the moment insights” 

Greater Flexibility & Practicality

• Flexibility on discussion flow & analysis, 
more organic, amendable 

• Cheaper / quicker than ethnography



3. Cultural Insights via AI Technology / Machine Learning   
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We can now source a wider range of data more quickly, and with faster turn around time.   

Quickly scours thousands of source 
inputs. Ai identifies relevant clusters of 
quotes from sources and we analyse 
qualitatively

Sample diverse & rich 
online sources (ideally 
more than 100)

BRAND
Emerging & 
X-category

CULTURAL
Online media -

Magazines

INFLUENCER
Blogs and
websites

CONSUMER
Blogs &
forums

GROUPS
… government
and charities

EXPERTS
Blogs, articles
and websites

INTERNAL
documents
& reports

SOCIAL 
MEDIA

INPUT SOURCES PROCESS

Ai sorts through input 
data sources quickly -
by using similar words 
/ tone to pull out 
relevant data

Clusters of themes /insights  
Each theme linked to key example 
quotes & back to original source

OUTPUT

Ai process + Human Analysis

A human analyst 
clusters & sorts 
the data into 
themes  

The system uses natural language processing (NLP) engine and allows us to ‘nudge’ through a 
map of themes and discover related content. The process also helps to reduce researcher bias



Our Approach, Remote & Digital methods
• Ai Semiotic & Cultural Analysis – Indonesian language sources fed into AI algorithmic 

platform; Human analysis identified 14 consumer archetypes
• Online community for 7 days with 30 millennials across Indonesia; including 

representatives of key consumer archetypes 

Beauty research – Understanding Skin care in 
Premium and Masstige Consumers

CASE STUDY:  Ai Semiotics + Online Community
Developing targeted communications for millennial audiences to encourage 
engagement in environmental and social issues

Background
• BBC Media Action was developing communications for Indonesian millennials to enable 

audience engagement on social & environmental topics, via digital and social media  
• Objective to understand the target’s online preferences and habits.   

• Understand content ecosystem preferences & produce segments that producers can work with   
• What type of content generates high engagement at what times? (across all platforms)

Project Impact
• Identified 14 consumer archetypes based on their attitudes and behaviours towards 

social and environmental issues.   
• Identified key messaging directions for each archetype to move them along the 

engagement funnel



Facing Embracing the un-
normal

Role of digital insights in driving 
communication strategy

3.  Presentation by Ankur Garg, DDB Indonesia



• Aksi Kita: Digital output of Kembali Ke Hutan, a mass media green growth 
governance project
• Audience: urban Indonesian youth (18-30 y/o)
• Research: Traditional and AI

• AI research: detailed segmentation, digital behaviours, views on environmentalism

Loud and Proud
Crusaders

Ethical
Consumers

Regular
Consumers Quiet Heroes

Guardians of 
Future 

Generations

Aesthetic
Indulgence



• Shifts in focus: initial Covid-19 focus, eventual 
fatigue
• Stay-at-home orders
• Relationship between covid-19 pandemic and the 

environment, especially re: economic growth



Tolak Covid-19 
(early pandemic) 

Kangen Jalan-Jalan DIY Actions



Interaksi Webinars 



• Different responses to content across platforms, but 
simple doable actions-based content generally performs 
well

• Fatigue remains, content should be kept light with 
comedic elements

• Moving forward: gradual move towards action, focusing 
on hope, and opportunities highlighted by the pandemic
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